
CHAPTER XII

INDUSTRY

1. Main Developments

Gross industrial output expanded in 1968 by 29 percent at constant prices,
continuing the rapid upward trend that began in the second half of the
previous year. The increase was due to the stronger demand for industrial
goods, and it was made possible by the availability of idle factors of production.
The rapid growth marking the second half of 1967 carried over until the middle
of the year reviewed, but the pace slackened in the second half (the halfyearly
growth rates were 17 and 6 percent respectively). This deceleration, however,
did not seem to signal a change of trend, but was a natural outcome of the
emergence of the sector from the slump that had hit it. In the initial stage of
recovery, special nonrecurring factors operated on the demand side, but their
effect subsequently diminished. In the second half of 1968 output growth slowed
down to its prerecession level (1315 percent per annum). This can be ascribed
primarily to the slower increase in domestic demand, and also to the difficulties
encountered in the latter part of the year as a result of the mounting shortage of
skilled manpower and the reduction of surplus production capacity.
Analysis of the incremental output by final uses shows a structural change in

the year reviewed. Domestic uses which were responsible for the fall in output
in 1967  expanded in the year reviewed and accounted for about 60 percent of
the additional output. The main source of the larger domestic demand was the
higher level of investment, whereas consumption (private and public) declined
in relative importance. Exports accounted for some 40 percent of the output
increment, bringing up its share in total output from 26 percent in 1967 to 30
percent.
Measured industrial productivity wasup 16 percent, and it can be credited

for more than half the total output growtha higher proportion than in 196065.
As in previous years, the increase in productivity apparently stemmed more from
a rise in the factor utilization rate than from technological advances or a quali
tative improvement in the factors of production.
The average number of mandays worked in industry was about 19 percent

higher than in the previous year. In 1966 and 1967 the figure had declined,
and even in 196065 the annual growth rates were smaller than in 1968. In
the course of the year reviewed, the increase of the labor input slowed down,
in line with the more sluggish expansion of output.
The capital stock grew by 8 percent during 1968, as contrasted with a
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mere 1.7 percent in the previous year and about 6 percent in 1966. The more
rapid expansion in 1968 contrasts with the declining growth trend noticeable
from 1963 onward.
The marked increase in industrial production was not accompanied by a rise

in prices or production costs, apart from a few branches, mainly those manu
facturing construction inputs (prices here went up for reasons other than the
devaluation of November 1967).

Table XII1

CHANGES IN OUTPUT AND FACTOR INPUTS, 196468

Percent increase or decrease )(
as against preceding year

De
cember19681967196619651964
1968

21.3"28.63.11.49.915.0Real output
14.9.14.95.41.91.55.2Number of employees
15.7■15.35.52.40.65.3Number of production workers
12.5"18.68.32.90.67.1Number of mandays by production workers

87.622.425.38.28.2Real investment
7.81.72.46.29.411.8Real gross capital stock"
7.18.24.42.99.37.4Output per manday
12.526.56.55.90.52.9Output per unit of capital
10.615.01.10.66.05.7Change in factor productivity"
4.9"3.15.416.114.210.2Daily wages per worker
11.224.83.118.912.213.3Exports ($, f.o.b.(
2.92.31.24.83.91.0Domestic market prices
2.0"4.70.311.24.53.2Daily wage/output per manday

* Seasonally adjusted.
b At the beginning of the year, for the purpose of calculating productivity.
c The measurement for 1967 and 1968 is heavily biased, as explained in the text.
d Last quarter of 1968 compared with the last quarter of 1967.

Wages per unit of output averaged 5 percent lower than in 1967, despite a 3

percent irse in wage rates during the year.1 The structural change in the labor
force, especially the absorption of unemployed workers and of workers from the
administered areas, exerted a downward effect on average earnings. The drop
in unit labor costs was primarily due to the existence of unemployment, which
kept wages from rising more than they actually did, and to the rapid expansion of
production. Daily wages per unit of output have moved downward since the ifrst
quarter of 1967, after rising steadily throughout 1966 (see Diagram XII1 ).

1 According to the industrial indexes of the Central Bureau of Statistics, wage rates went up to
a much smaller extent than in the years 196166.
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The decline in unit labor costs suggests a higher return to other factors of
production.1 Further, the share of wages in output per manday did not vary
significantly after the first quarter of 1968, and there was even a small rise in the
last quarter.

Exports advanced approximately 25 percent to stand at $ 480 million, follow
ing a gain of only 3 percent in 1967. This impressive attainment can be ascribed
to the existence of idle production capacity, the larger real return on exports after
the devaluation, and the reduction of unit production costs on the one hand,
and to the recovery of world trade and the elimination of certain specific factors
impeding export after the Six Day War on the other.

Most of the additional export was
accounted for by diamonds (38 per
cent), "other metal products", and
branches producing special items, which
are not affected in the shotr run by gen
eral economic developments in the coun
try (see Table XII8 and note to Table
XI19). Textiles and clothing (stock
ings, cotton yarn, knitwear, etc.) con
tributed 14 percent to the growth. Gross
value added increased from $174 mil
lion in 1967 to $222 million, i.e. by
$ 47 million or 27.5 percent.2
As in 1967, the group of items pro

duced primarily for the home market
posted an outstanding gain (22 per
cent) ; this is attributable to the weaking

of domestic demand during the period of economic slowdown. The fact that their
share in incremental export is small relative to the number of items involved is
explained by the small volume of these exports. In the second half of 1968 the
uptrend in industrial exports began to taper off, owing in part to seasonal factors
and in part to a decline of 14 percent in sales by such branches as "other metal
products", fuel and petroleum, and aircraft assembly and repair. But even in
branches oriented mainly toward the domestic market, the growth rate began
to slow down as the economy approached a state of full employment.
Real gross industrial investment was 88 percent above the 1967 level, and

totalled IL 466 million (at 1968 prices) . The bulk of the capital outlay ( about

DiagramXII1
INDEX OF OUTPUT PER MANDAY,
UNIT LABOR COSTS, AND DAILY

WAGES, 196668

(First quarter 1966=100; original data)
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1 The decline in unit labor costs suggests a rise in nonwage incomes, and it may serve as an
indicator of the change in industrial proiftability, especially as there was no conspicuous
increase in 1968 in current nonwage outlays.

2 Both here and in Table XII7 estimated value added is cited gross i.e. the value of
exports, less current inputs but not primary inputs (depreciation and interest) .
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75 percent) was on plant and transport equipment, a development explained by
the renewal of plant, the implementation of investments deferred during the
recession, and changes in the system of production on the one hand, and by the
small investment in buildings due to the relative excess supply from the years
196264 on the other.
A large percentage of the industrial investment in 1 968 was in big projects in

such branches as textiles, metal goods, chemicals, and rubber and plastic
products these accounted for about half of the sector's total capital expenditure
in the year reviewed.

2. Output
The value of real gross industrial output (at producer pirces) went up by an

average of 29 percent during the year reviewed and amounted to nearly IL 8,400
million, at 1967 prices. The real gross product expanded at a similar rate
(30 percent).1
In the course of the year industrial production rose to about the same extent

as in 1967 (21 percent). The much higher output ifgure in 1968 is ascribable
to the steady growth of demand, which was met by the employment of idle
factors of production and by a more efifcient factor utilization.
The expansion of industiral production and the growth factors on both the

supply and demand sides cannot be isolated from developments in the previous
year.
It will be recalled that demand for industrial products began to pick up in

the second half of 1967. At ifrst the inlfuence of the war and its immediate con
sequences where the dominant cause, while the expansionary policy of the Gov
ernment and the prewar increase in liquidity played a secondary role. The
growth of Government demand sparked a general revival throughout the econ
omy, but its impact was not fully felt in 1967.2
In 1968 there was a change in the factors affecting industrial growth. The

outstanding development was a decline in the weight of public sector demand for
consumer goods. Public sector consumption demand (mainly purchases by the
defense establishment) contributed less than 10 percent to the total increase in
industiral output. This was due to the more sluggish growth of defense spending,
the taperingoff of civilian purchases of industiral goods, and an accelerated
increase in other demand components.

1 The increase in output and value added were obtained by weighting the production indexes
by the weighted value of output and of value added of the subbranches according to pre
liminary returns from the 1967 census of industry and crafts, after adjusting the value of
industrial output, as descirbed in note 1 of the appendix.

2 It should also be stressed that the countercyclical policy of the Government contirbuted to
the stabilization of production at the beginning of 1967 after a decline in 1966 (see Bank of
Israel, Annual Report 1967, p. 311).
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Table XII2

GROSS INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT, BY BRANCH, 196668

(IL million(

Share in
incre
mental
output

Share
in total
output

Percent annual real
increase or decrease )(

Value of
output in
1968 at

factor costBranch
in 1968in 1968

(70 (196819671966)at 1967
prices(

1.72.418.85.45.4202,350Mining and quarrying
11.921.514.55.56.41,808,580Food
9.99.829.16.05.2820,513Textiles
3.23.130.21.53.0263,445Clothing
7.75.841.16.92.3488,523Woodand carpentry
1.52.119.810.66.0178,270Paper and paper products
1.42.612.317.810.0218,451Printing and publishing

Leather and
1.41.622.811.53.7137,610leather products
5.03.644.50.63.7305,128Rubber and plastics

Chemical and reifned
9.59.827.24.910.0820,030petroleum products
4.64.925.725.46.8407,969Nonmetallic minerals
5.76.921.76.211.3578,666Diamonds
3.72.645.516.57.3219,802Basic metals
7.46.038.014.84.1501,417Metal products
5.74.143.911.69.3342,986Machinery
8.84.870.215.54.9398,309Electrical equipment
9.57.241.11.010.9606,892Transport equipment
1.41.233.511.27.9102,499Miscellaneous

100.0100.028.63.11.48,401,440Total

Source: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.

Concurrently with the decline in the relative importance of public sector
demand, there was a signiifcant increase in the contribution of investment
demand to the growth of industrial output : domestic capital formation soared 44
percent, accounting for nearly 15 percent of the incremental industrial output. In
the previous year the decline in capital formation was responsible for the sharp
decline in industrial output (see Table XII3 ).
Private consumption wasup 12 percent in 1968, and accounted for more

than 30 percent of the output growth. In 1967 the fall in output attributable to
private consumption corresponded to the overall drop in output, so that there
was no change in its share in output. The recovery in 1968 also led to a
rebound in private demand for consumer goods, especially durables. Production
of consumer durables shot up 46 percent in 1968, compared withan 18 percent
rise in goods for current consumption. The contribution of private consumption
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to the output increment was therefore the resultant of a relative decline in the
share of current consumption which had been less affected by the recession
and an increase in the share of consumer durables.

Table XII3

FACTORS AFFECTING THE GROWTH OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, 196568

(percentages(

1968 as1967 as1966 as1965 as
:1967against1966against1965against1960against

Share
in

Rate
of

Share
in

Rate
of

Share
in

Rate
of

Share
inAverage

increinincreinincreinincre
mentcreasementcreasementcreasement1ncrc3.sc

facotrsSupplyA.
10028.61003.11001.410016.2Value of industiral output
481375763Increase in inputs

Number of mandays by
4518.61678.31212.9369.2production workers
31.7302.41786.22710.3Capital stock
5215.0371.1430.6376.0Measured producitvity*

demand"to incrementalof contribuitonB. Indicators
3419.6503.1290.8Private consumption
927.29043.19224.4Public consumption
1631.415226.4196 .13.1Investment
5922.61124.7751.4Total domestic uses

41'33.9121.517510.7Exports
10028.61003.11001.4Total uses

* Calculated according to the method presented by A. L. Gaathon in Capital Stock, Employ
ment and Output in Israel, 19501959, Bank of Israel, Jerusalem, 1961.

" Increase in output stemming from changes in final demands.
" Including sales to the administered areas.
Source: Part A see source to Table XII1 in the appendix.BBank of Israel inputoutput calculations (provisional data(.

Domestic uses accounted for some 60 percent of incremental industrial
output in 1968; this contrasts markedly with the situation in 1967, when they
were largely responsible for the drop in output. These structural changes in uses
can be ascribed to the emergence of the economy from the slump. Initially
public sector demand was the decisive factor, but it diminished in relative
importance in the course of 1968, as private demand responded to the accelera
tion of economic activity.
Production for export, both direct and indirect, was 34 percent higher in

1968. The share of exports in incremental output moved up from 12 percent
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in 1967 to 40 percent in the year reviewed. The growth of overseas sales has
been one of the main factors in the recovery of industrial production since June
1967, and it was of particular importance in the ifrst half of 1968. The share
of output going to foreign markets declined in the second half of the year, follow
ing. the drop in exports of special items and the slower growth of exports by
industries mainly supplying the home market. The latter development almost
certainly relfects the competition between the domestic and overseas markets for
these goods, which gradually reasserted itself in the latter part of the year.
Trade with the administered areas had a greater impact on industry in 1968

than in the previous year, but it was still of minor proportions (except perhaps
for a few branches). In the immediate postwar period trade with these
areas was severely restricted, and with the lifting of the barriers toward
the end of 1967 industrial sales were confined chielfy to foodstuffs. Only at a
later stage, when the economy of the areas began to stabilize and prewar stocks
were depleted, did they begin to buy other industiral products. The bulk of the
purchases consisted of foodstuffs, textiles and wearing apparel, household goods,
plastic products, and building materials.
As a result of the general expansion of demand in the year reviewed, the

distribution of output by ifnal demand underwent a change, as may be seen
from the following table.

DISTRIBUTION OF INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT, BY FINAL DEMAND, 196568

(percentages)

1965 1966 1967 1968

47505051Private consumption

91075Public consumption

14141821Investment

70747577Total domestic demand

30"262523Exports

100100100100Grand total

* 2 percent went to the administered areas.
Source: Provisional inputoutput estimates of the Bank of Israel.

The outstanding change revealed by the table is the decline in the weight of
domestic uses and the corresponding irse in that of exports. The latter develop
ment can be credited to the releasing of resources for export production and
the higher return earned per export dollar during the recession, as well as to
the policy followed for many years of encouraging investment in export indus
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Diagram XII2
INDUSTRIAL INDEXES, 196668

(Trend: 1958=100(
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tries. Another signiifcant change is the
rise since 1965 in the share of public
consumption, mainly because of the
heavier defense requirements. The small
er weight of private consumption in 1968
is ascribable to the stronger rises in
other domestic uses, which had been
affected more by the recession. The
stable investment ifgure in 1968 is ex
plained investment ifgure in 1968 is ex
ing 1967 and the increase during 1968,
as a result of which the average annual
weight remained unchanged.
The number of units of combined

primary inputs1 rose 12 percent in
1968, and contributed 46 percent to
the output increment. The increase was
the outcome of a growth of 19 per

cent in the number of mandays by production workers and of 1.7 per
cent in the stock of capital assets. These rates explain only part of the
increase in labor and capital services, since there was also a greater
utilization of the available supply of these inputs as compared with the
two preceding years. The underutilization of resources in 196667 applied
particularly to the capital stock, ifnding expression in a drop in output per
unit of capital by 6 percent per annum in 1966 and 1967. The underutilization
of labor, by contrast, was relfected only by a slower growth of output per
manday (see Table XII1). The disparity between these two inputs is explained
by differences in their adjustability to a cutback in production : in the short run
it is easier to adjust employment2 than the capital stock.
Output per combined factor unit increased by 15 percent in 1968, a signiif

cantly higher rate than in the years 196065 (see Table XII3). This was
due not only to a rise in factor productivity in the conventional sense of a
qualitative improvement, but also to the fuller utilization of the factors at the
disposal of the economy. In former years there had also been surplus production

140
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Semilogarithmic scale.
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics.

1 A unit of combined inputs is deifned as the weighted sum of the increase in the capital
stock and that in the actual number of mandays. They are weighted by the estimated shares
of capital and labor in income deriving from industry. The weights assigned were 40 for
capital and 60 for labor.

2 Owing to the relatively short period of the recession, the labor input could not be expected
to adjust completely to the lower level of production. In plants with a skilled labor force, the
dismissal of such workers is generally deferred to a later stage, which apparently was not
reached during the slump of 196667.
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capacity in industry, but the recession and recovery have imparted a marked up
ward bias to the productivity estimate.1
In the course of 1968 output per combined factor unit went up about 11

percent, this too a higher rate than that recorded in the prerecession period (see
TableXII1 in the appendix). The deceleration of the growth rate during
the year was almost certainly due to the gradual depletion of the reserve of idle
factors of production.

(a) Growth of industrial production during 7968

Industrial production expanded during 1968 at an average monthly rate of
1 .6 percent, orby 2 1 percent for the year as a whole. Growth did not proceed at
a uniform pace (see Diagram XII1 ). In the early months production held
steady at the level reached at the end of the previous year. Toward the end of
the first quarter the figure began to rise, and the monthly rate of increase
for the first half of the year came to 2.6 percent. In the second half it slowed
down to an average of 1.2 percent.2
The relatively rapid growth in the first half of the year can be attributed

primarily to the stronger demand (mainly on the part of the private sector) for
consumption and investment, as well as to the expansion of exports after the
recession. Another contributory factor was the heavier public sector demand
(civilian and military) as a result of the inlfationary policy pursued by the
Government. At any rate, the upswing in private demand and exports spurred
the expansion of industrial production, which advanced at a relatively high rate
throughout the year.3
The moderation of the growth rate toward the end of 1968 was unquestionably

due to the waning inlfuence of the special factors operating in the first half of the
year, as well as to the depletion of the reserve of idle factors of production as the
economy approached a state of full employment. The slowdown in the second
half of the year was apparent both in the general level of industrial production
and in most of the branches. Exceptions were electrical equipment (apart from

[ Although the fuller utilization of the factors of production in itself indicates a more eiffcient
use of resources, this is not included in the calculation of factor productivity. See A. L.
Gaathon, Capital Stock, Employment and Output in Israel, 19501959, p. 17.

2 The slope of the regression curve for industrial production was 2.8 in the ifrst half of the
year, as against 1.3 in the second.

3 The resumption of the rapid growth of industrial production at the beginning of 1968 was
apparently due to two developments which operated in the same direction in the previous
year. First was the upturn in industiral production after the Six Day War; the second was
the Government's antidelfationary policy introduced in the latter part of 1966, which
almost certainly would have brought about a revival of demand for industiral goods even
had there been no war, although perhaps some time after July 1967 and at a less vigorous
pace.
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household appliances such as radios, phonographs, television sets, and photo
graphic equipment) , transport equipment, paper and paper products, printing
and publishing, and textiles. Concurrently with the slackening in the growth of
production ascirbable to the moderation of private consumption, there was a
subsiding of public sector demand for industrial goods and a slower expansion
of industrial exports.
The more sluggish increase in industrial production in the second half of the

year does not signal a reversal of the upward trend, but should be regarded as a
return to the growth rate marking the prerecession years.

(b) Composition of industrial output

All branches contributed to the expansion of industrial output. Not only did
the overall level exceed the previous record high of early 1966, but so too did the
level of each industrial branch. The majority of them achieved this by the
end of 1967; in the remainder (clothing, leather and leather products, non
metallic minerals, diamonds, basic metals, and machinery) the new peak was
reached in the ifrst half of 1968.
The most noticeable structural change in industrial output compared with

the prerecession peirod was the relatively smaller weight of building mateirals and
investment goods (despite a rapid upturn in their production in 1968). By
contrast, the weight of current consumption goods and durables was higher.
Outstanding production gains were posted in the course of 1968 by industires

supplying consumer goods, particularly durables such as radio and television sets
(a fourteenfold increase), heaters (45 percent) , optical instruments and photo
graphic equipment (60 percent), vehicle repair (28 percent), and works of art
(32 percent) .

The factors responsible for the vigorous expansion of consumer durables
were the introduction of a local television service, devaluation fears, and the
reduction of pirces in the wake of tax cuts all at the start of the year. Another
factor that was especially significant in this group of items was the buildup of
stocks after the slump. The increases in building completions, purchases of new
dwellings, and the renovation and repair of old homes also help to explain
the accelerated growth of industiral production.1
Industires manufacturing mainly goods for current consumption proved less

vulnerable to the recession, and in general expanded more slowly in 1968.
Outstanding gains here were made by the garment industry (up 30 percent) and
a number of minor industires, such as writing utensils, pharmaceuticals, and
chemical products.

נ See the discussion in Chapter IV, "Consumption", and Chapter XIII, "Construciton and
Housing".
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Table XII4

RATE OF REAL CHANGE IN INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT, BY BRANCH, HALFYEARLY, 196568

(percentages(

Average monthly
rate of changelevelsChange in halfyearly

JulyJan.JulyJan.JulyJan.JulyJan.JulyJan.Branch
196819681968196819671967"1966196619651965
Dec.JulyJan.JulyJan.JulyJan.JulyJan.July
196819681969"1968196819671967196619661965

0.62.6_9178111216206Mining and quarrying
0.23.282169310613Food
2.01.81711151319495Textiles
1.02.61748181789Clothing

1.06.042224120013Wood and carpentry
1.70.21211788650Paper and paper products
3.70.811512401013Printing and publishing
0.41.328181518191711Leather and leather products
1.02.6417281014374Rubber and plastics
1.71.3681421122511Chemical and reifned petroleum products
1.41.8211463119624Nonmetallic minerals

8.06.5134674314181Diamonds
1.25.22363718221513Basic metals
0.43.2421291114642Metal products
6.80.3423910_32038Machinery
7.45.951412911226110Electrical equipment
4.12.6231729141517Transport equipment
3.22.2314283514Miscellaneous
1.22.661716210247Total

* Average forMayJuly, 1967.
" Provisional data.
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics indexes of industrial production (seasonally adjusted(.



TableXII5
REAL CHANGE IN INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT, BY BRANCH, 196768

(percentages(

Dec. 1968 as
against Dec. 1967

Dec. 1967 as
against Dec. 1966

1968 as
against 1967

Share
in

incre
mental
output

Rate
of

increase

Share
in

incre
mental
output

Rate
of

increase

Share
in

incre
mental
output

Rate
of

increase

Branch

1.26.20.52.42.618.8Mining and quarrying

13.618.03.64.67.914.5Food

10.219.418.133.611.029.1Textiles

3.929.75.037.12.930.2Clothing

5.619.47.626.08.541.1Wood and carpentry

1.210.33.730.41.719.8Paper and paper products

1.68.43.316.81.712.3Printing and publishing

0.22.52.228.21.323.5Leather and leather products

3.820.85.730.35.944.8Rubber and plastics

4.612.215.138.67.627.9
Chemical and reifned
petroleum products

5.214.22.46.47.026.4Nonmetallic minerals

2.115.00.00.22.221.7Diamonds

4.231.01.18.14.445.5Basic metals

' 6.321.06.922.38.238.0Metal products
6.231.56.230.45.840.9Machinery
17.0101.34.224.28.570.7Electrical equipment

11.430.617.345.311.041.1Transport equipment
1.723.31.925.31.834.3Miscellaneous

100.021.3100.021.2100.028.6Total

Source: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics indexes of industrial production.

Production of building materials wasup 19 percent owing to the large volume
of construction ; however, its weight in industrial output was smaller than before
the recession. Most of the growth was in materials for the initial stages of
building, for earthwork, and the paving of roads, in line with the increased
weight of such work in the value of new construction.1 Outstanding increases

נ See Chapter XIII, "Construction and Housing".
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were recorded in lime and clay products (69 percent) , structural steel shapes
(48 percent), electrical installations (41 percent), wire and metal products
(approximately 30 percent), and glass and glass products (26 percent).
As to machinery and equipment, the most notable gains were in agricultural

machinery (60 percent), the production and assembly of vehicles (49 percent) ,
industiral and construction equipment (29 percent) , and the production and
assembly of ships and aircraft (30 percent). These advances were a result of
the accelerated growth of investment, especially in transport and other equip
ment.

(c) Output prices

The domestic market prices of industrial output averaged 2.3 percent
higher than in 1967; the rise in the course of the year was about 3.0 percent.

Table XII6

CHANGES IN INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT PRICES IN THE DOMESTIC MARKET, 196468

Dec.
1968 as
against
Dec.
1967

Increase or decrease ()
as against preceding yearBranch

19681967196619651964

4.13.60.91.59.62.7Mining and quarrying
2.92.31.64.65.51.1Food
1.00.15.26.32.81.3Textiles
2.82.21.34.60.80.9Clothing
2.72.70.12.05.72.2Wood and carpentry
1.41.01.00.62.82.0Paper and paper products
2.54.015.46.91.4Leather and leather products
0.60.81.30.82.91.9Rubber and plastics

Chemical and reifned
3.43.93.05.52.60.2petroleum products
1.71.11.44.24.10.8Nonmetallic minerals
5.97.12.46.24.11.2Basic metals
5.45.00.85.17.71.4Metal produots
4.01.11.82.62.51.0Machinery
2.74.80.63.24.91.1Electrical equipment
3.02.20.47.811.31.4Transport equipment
4.97.01.23.95.90.3Miscellaneous
2.92.31.24.84.91.0Total

Source: Price indexes of the Central Bureau of Statistics, weighted by the weights of gross
output in 1965 as calculated by the Bank of Israel.
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Most of the price increases took place at the beginning of the yearin some
cases as a direct consequence of the devaluation in November 1967. However,
in some industries the rises cannot be ascribed solely to the devaluation, nor did
they take place at a given point of time. In mineral extraction (up 4.1 percent
during the year), chemicals and petroleum (3.4 percent) , basic metals (5.9
percent), metal products (5.4 percent), and machinery (4.0 percent), growth
was above the average for the sector as a whole and greater than what could have
been expected as a result of the devaluation. The increases apparently relfect
the existence of demand pressure in certain industriesa supposition supported
by the fact that it was mostly items constituting inputs to construction that
became dearer (e.g. quarry products, paint, iron and steel, pipes, metal building
materials, and household goods) .
On the other hand, in some branches, such as nonferrous metals, cosmetics,

plumbing fixtures, tinware, and paper and carton products, part of the in
creased costs due to the devaluation was absorbed by the manufacturers and not
passed on to the customer.
The fact that despite the soaring demand for industrial products in 1968

there were no signiifcant price increases was due primarily to the existence of
substantial reserves of idle factors of production. Other reasons were the relative
stability of production costs, especially the drop in unit labor costs, and the larger
import, which helped to satisfy demand.

3. Industrial Exports
The f.o.b. value of industrial exports, including diamonds, amounted to

$ 480 million in 1968, as against $ 385 million the year before an increase of 25
percent. Excluding diamonds, the ifgure came to $ 287 million, a rise of $ 60
million or 26 percent.
The gross valueadded component of industrial exports amounted to $ 222

million,1 compared with $ 174 million in 1967a rise of $ 47 million or 27.5
percent. This is the highest growth rate since 1964, and it relfects both the
increase in total industrial exports and the larger weight of branches with a
relatively high value added.
The expansion of industrial exports in 1968 was the combined result of a

number of factors. The most important were the existence of unemployment and
the higher return per export dollar. The acceleration of world trade following
a slowdown in the previous year and the adaptation of the economy to the
changed conditions after the Six Day War left their greatest impress on certain
special items2 (see note to Table XII9(.

נ See detailed discussion in Chapter III, "The Balance of Payments".
2 See Bank of Israel, Annual Report /357, Chapters III and XII.
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The stock of unemployed factors of production permitted the diversion of
resources to export despite the expansion of domestic demand. Competition
between the export and the home market, characteristic of the years of buoyant
demand and full employment, hardly existed in 1967 and the first half of 1968.
In the second half of 1968, signs that the economy was nearing a state of
full employment began to appear, and overseas sales by industries which during
the boom years had produced mainly for the home market began to slacken.

Table XII7
INDUSTRIAL EXPORTS AND VALUE ADDED, 196468

(at current f.o.b. pirces(

Total
exports,
1968

($ million(

Percent increase or decrease ()
as against previous year

19681967196619651964

A. Exports

28626.19.114.312.713.1Industrial exports, excl. diamonds
19422.94.425.111.613.7Diamonds, net

48024.93.218.912.213.3Total industrial exports

Value addedB.

17129.29.114.213.611.8Industrial exports, excl. diamonds
5119.57.050.017.828.4Diamonds, net

22226.94.722.214.515.0Total industrial exports

Source:A Central Bureau of Statistics.
BBank of Israel estimates based on provisional inputoutput data.

Concurrently with the availability of idle factors of production throughout most
of the year, exporters earned a larger return per dollar of sales. The main reason
was the devaluation of November 1967. Most industrial exports in 1968 went
to countries which did not change the dollar parity of their currency in line
with sterling, so that there was an increase in the effective return per dollar.
The direct export incentives introduced in 1966 were not altered after the

devaluation, except for the abolition of the special subsidy of 20 agorot per
export dollar for a group of growth industries, as a consequence of which the
total subsidy which they received was cut by 10 agorot per dollar. Most of these
industries have a relatively high value added, but their total export is not large.
Another type of subsidy that has helped to boost overseas sales of textiles and
garments is that granted through equalization funds, which equalize the producer
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Table 501$

MAIN INDUSTRIAL EXPORTS,' 196668

)at current f.o.b. prices)

PercentagePercent increase orValnp distributionofasdecrease ()V aiUC

)$ million) incremental exportsagainst previous year

196819671966196819671966196819671966

2.331.61.75.826.32.225.424.019.0Citrus products
Other metal

31.014.83.7229.026.28.626.38.010.8products
Reifned petro

3.12.621.011.43.253.018.116.315.8leum products
0.14.53.60.56.76.113.513.612.7Potash
2.09.013.811.314.242.311.610.412.1Coppercement
3.80.51.825.10.94.811.59.29.3Synthetic yarns
2.11.13.113.02.29.110.69.49.6Tires and tubes
2.24.72.616.29.86.99.68.29.1Cotton yarn
1.611.65.510.835.029.29.58.66.4Knitwear
3.81.05.849.34.353.36.94.64.4Phosphates

1.94.64.414.110.214.86.87.98.8Plywood
7.35.70.1302.8355.27.25.71.40.3Stockings
0.97.71.510.642.613.05.55.03.5Pharmaceuticals
1.75.23.122.028.218.65.54.53.5Clothing

Vegetable fats
5.325.56.0137.757.922.55.42.35.4and oils

1.414.91.020.5257.631.24.84.01.1Pesticides
2.49.77.023.746.182.64.55.94.1Cotton fabrics

Plastic raw
3.62.21.188.922.317.74.42.31.9materials
1.91.72.545.915.736.03.52.42.1Leather garments
2.62.61.389.440.421.63.31.71.2Woolen fabrics
72.240.859.828.46.810.9192.4149.7141.5Total

Total indus
trial exports
excl.

100.0100.0100.026.39.114.3286.1227.0208.0diamonds
Total indus

trial exports
incl.

24.83.218.9480.2384.9373.1diamonds

* Products whose export in 1968 exceeded 1 percent of
diamonds.

Source: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.

total industrial exports other than
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pirces of exports with those obtainable in the domestic market. The relatively
larger growth of domestic sales thus helped to augment proceeds from exports.
There was also an increase in other forms of export subsidies, the majority

of which are designed to lower production costs (such as the refund of property
tax on equipment and inventoires, exemption from the travel tax, credits from
the Industiral Working Capital Fund, and vairous budgetary aid measures,
which were 37 percent higher in the 1968/69 fiscal year) .

Table XII9

GROWTH OF INDUSTRIAL EXPORTS, 196468

(at current prices(

Industrial
exports
excl.ExportsIndustiralTotal

diamonds
and

special

of
special
items11

exports
excl.

diamonds
industrial
exports

items"

$ million
97.9163.4161.3279.51964
106.075.9181.9313.91965
113.394.7208.0373.11966
136.790.3227.0384.91967
166.4119.7286.1480.21968

yearincrease over precedingPercent
92013131965
122514191966
215931967
223326251968

a Including minerals, citrus products, vegetable fats and oils, reifned petroleum products,
other metal products, production and repair of aircraft, and scrap. The export of these items
is strongly affected by speciifc factors unrelated to general economic developments in the
country.

Source: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.

In addition to the heavier subsidization, the stabilization of unit labor costs and
the moderate or negligible irse of other costs as compared with those abroad
tended to enhance the profitability of exports.
The higher return per export dollar at a time when there was not full

employment mainly influenced industries geared primairly to the home market1
* Partial indicators for the different groups are presented in Table XII9, which lists the
"special" export industries separately, and also in Table XII10, which shows the percentage
of output sold abroad.
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the rate of increase here was 22 percent (the same as 1967). That this did not
have a greater effect on the overall export growth was due to the small volume
of such exports, in both relative and absolute terms, in previous years.
Total industrial exports were $ 96 million higher in 1968. Of this sum, nearly

$ 66 million was accounted for by products whose export is partly affected, at
least in the short term, by factors exogenous to the economy (see Table XII9 ).
Among these items are diamonds (up $ 36 million) and "other metal products"
($ 18 million).
Exports of special items advanced 33 percent in 1968, as contrasted with a

5 percent drop in the previous year. The 1967 decline in these products (as well
as in diamonds) can be mainly attributed to factors external to the economy,
such as the slower growth of world trade, the crisis in the diamond market, the
closing of East European markets to Israel's exports, and delays caused by the
Six Day War. The elimination of most of these impediments accounts for the
resumption of the upward trend in 1968.
The composition of industiral exports,. as described above, explains the

seemingly surprising phenomenon of their deceleration during the recession and
renewed acceleration with the upsurge of domestic demand. Industires pirmarily
serving the home market at a time of full employment expeirenced an expansion
of exports duirng the recession, but this was offset by a drop in the group of
special industires.
Industiral export pirces hardly changed in the course of the year.1 For the

sector as a whole, pirces edged down 1 percent. Some products showed steeper
declines, particularly potash (18 percent) , citrus products (15), tires (10), and
leather garments and other weairng apparel (by varying rates) .

(a) Exports, by branch

Industiral exports went up at disparate rates in 1968. Two industires re
corded lower figures than in 1967 wood and nonmetallic minerals. The drop
in the former was mainly due to the reduced proiftability of plywood sales after
the devaluation of sterling in November 1967, since the logs are obtained
mainly from countires which did not devalue. In nonmetallic minerals, there was
a fall in cement sales after a steady irse in recent years, and in asbestos pipes
apparently because of the stronger domestic demand.
Metal products made a particularly outstanding gain (150 percent), with

"other metal products" leading the way.
Exports of electrical and electronic equipment also increased notably, nearly

doubling in volume. This industry has advanced at a fairly rapid pace for the
past several years. The pirncipal growth items here are transmission and reception
apparatus, electronic components, and other electronic equipment.
x The change in prices is measured according to the change in the unit value, i.e. the
change in the dollar value of exports divided by the quantitative change in physical units.
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Exports of transport equipment slowed down in 1968, but the growth rate was
similar to that before 1967. The aircraft industry was mainly responsible for the
slackening of the growth rate, a threefold increase in 1967 being followed
by one of approximately 50 percent.
There was also a substantial increase in miscellaneous exportsin the main

electrical measuring apparatus and works of art. These two items had slowed
down in 1967 and accounted for the more moderate expansion of the group
that year.

Table XII10

INDUSTRIAL EXPORTS, BY MAIN BRANCH AND SHARE IN OUTPUT, 196568

Share of
output
exported

Percent annual increase or decrease )(Total
exports

directly*in
1968 in 19681968196719661965)$ '000(

41.39.53.321.531.233,745Mining and quarrying
7.121.77.15.57.243,583Food

18.121.518.714.60.150,136Textiles
15.322.82.25.68.913,531Clothing
5.05.014.58.314.18.128Wood and carpentry
3.78.4160.024.11.32,198Paper and paper products
5.05.329.522.913.43,902Printing and publishing
3.928.929.646.41.01,907Leather and leather products
12.114.99.512.64.312,720Rubber and plastics

Chemical and reifned
15.819.117.428.417.644,702petroleum produots
2.419.411.00.334.63,817Nonmetallic minerals

100.022.94.425.111.6194,108Diamonds (net(
6.915.042.313.4102.65,263Basic metals
4.1149.015.816.830.232,966Metal products
4.56.286.330.5149.25,244Machinery

Electrical and electronic
4.097.087.04.287.15,477equipment
5.337.677.947.926.610,953Transport equipment
23.546.032.717.121.17,964Miscellaneous

15.824.83.118.821.6480,217bTotal industrial exports

10.526.39.114.313.4286,236Total, excl. diamonds

* At 1967 producer prices.
b Excluding $0.1 million worth of goods shipped to Israeli ifrms overseas.
Source: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.
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Diamond sales, which had fallen off in 1967 because of the crisis in the world
diamond market, rose by about 23 percent in 1968 following the recovery of
international trade. The physical increase came to 18 percent, while prices
went up 4 percent.
Mine and quarry products increased at belowaverage rates. Coppercement

and phosphates made gains but potash declined. The value of exports in this
branch lagged behind the physical increase owing to a drop in potash prices
(prices of the other two items held steady). Potash prices in the world market
have been slipping since 1965, mainly because of competition by the rich Ca
nadian deposits. Proceeds from potash sales fell off despite a 20 percent quan
titative growth.
Processed foodstuffs and textiles and clothing rose at rates somewhat below

the average for the sector, but considerably faster than in the two preceding
years. Among foodstuffs, sales of edible oils and fats nearly doubled after a
threeyear downward trend. Citrus products were up only 7.5 percent, the
resultant of a large increase in the quantity marketed and a drop of nearly 15
percent in the prices fetched.
As to textiles, cotton and synthetic yarns advanced following a drop in 1967,

but cotton fabrics lost ground after a steady increase in earlier years. Exports
of other fabrics (wool arid synthetic ) were higher, although synthetic fabrics
increased by less than in 196667. The shift from yarns to fabrics, discernible
in the previous year, continued in 1968. Readymade and leather garments ad
vanced strongly, while raincoats also went up, in contrast to the steady decline
of previous years. Stocking pantaloons rose by a striking $ 4 million despite a
fairly steep decline in price.
The upward trend in chemicals and leather products carried over through

the year reviewed. Leather and furs both showed higher figures; in chemicals
the most prominent increases were in refined petroleum products, plastic raw
materials, and pharmaceuticals, while pesticides showed a slower growth com
pared with the previous year.

Exports of rubber and plastic goods rose at a belowaverage rate but faster
than in previous years. Most of the increase was in tires, which were up 14
percent despite a 10 percent price drop. The decline of prices, which has
persisted for a number of years, was conifned to the European market, while
elsewhere prices were stable or even rose.

4. Investment

Industiral investment soared 88 percent in 1968, after a declining growth
trend as from 1963 and an absolute decrease in 1965. The deceleration of
investment, particularly that by the public sector, was a prime cause of the
recession ; this in turn depressed private investment. The revival of investment
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activity in 1968 stemmed both from the Govenrment's policy of promoting
investments directly and indirectly, and from the change in investors' expectations
with the passing of the slump.1
In recent years the share of investment in buildings has contracted, while that

in plant and transport equipment has risen. In 1968 outlay on equipment was
triple the amount invested in buildings. The share of equipment rose noticeably,
from 60 percent in 1964 to 75 percent in 1968.

Table XII11

INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT IN 1968 AND REAL ANNUAL CHANGES IN 196368

Investment
in 1968

Percent increase or decrease ()
as against previous year

)$ million(196819671966196519641963

A. Total industrial investment

351.3110.924.615.33.12.722.1
Plant, industrial equipment,
and transport equipment

115.241.017.7^0.015.217.015.8Buildings

466.587.622.425.3S.28.219.6Total

B. Investment in imported
and local equipment

265.3155.131.715.05.70.625.1Imported

86.040.810.116.02.68.413.0Locally produced

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics.

The smaller investment in buildings was due partly to overbuilding in
196264, which were years of feverish construction activity, and partly from
mid1967 and particularly in 1968to the much heavier spending on equipment.
The latter development resulted to some extent from the launching of largescale
public projects (for civilian and defense purposes) , which required consider
able equipment, and also from the implementation by the private sector of
equipment spending plans which had been shelved during the economic slow
down, as well as from technological changes which necessitated new equipment
but little additional premises.
Nearly half the industrial capital expenditure was in textiles, metal products,

chemicals, and rubber and plastic goods. In each of these industries there were a
few big investments together with a large number of relatively small ones.

* See the discussion in Chapter V.
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The share of locally produced equipment in total capital outlay in 1968
came to 18 percent, as contrasted with 57 percent for imported equipment. The
large rise in the latter was only partly due to competition between local and
foreign equipment ; in the main, the imports were designed to complement items
manufactured in the country.
The real gross stock of capital assets was enlarged by nearly 8 percent in 1 968,

ending the declining growth trend which began in 1963. Despite the slackening
of the growth rate during these years, a reserve of unutilized capital assets had
accumulated, and this has permitted the expansion of output since mid1967.
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